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INTRODUCTION 

An unbalance of voltages may occur on long distance power 
transmission lines. It occurs not infrequently in the case of generating 
stations supplying mixed polyphase and single·phase loads, or where. 
the impedances of the three conductors of three-phase railway systems 
are not of equal magnitude. The predetermination of the performance 
of three-phase induction motors under such conditions is a matter of 
importance. I t has been recognised by engineers that there is a 
reduction in the maximum load which an induction motor is capable of 
carrying safely when supplied with unbalanced voltages, but the extent 
of this reduction has not received the attention which it merits. 

Charters and Hillebrand I have carried out experilllents on the 
performance of induction and synchronous motors on unbalanced 
voltages, but they have assumed that the load limit of the motor is 
reached when the current in one phase reaches its full load value, and 
hence their experiments underrate the performance of the motor. In 
an article in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, vol. 39, p. 345 (1918), by 
MUller, a graphical method is given of resolving an unbalanced voltage 
system into two balanced voltage systems of opposite phase rotation 
and the application of the cin;:le diagram to each voltage system. 

T. Slepian, in the Electrical World, Z has treated the matter 
analytically and derived certain simple formulGe to predetermine the 
output, but his results have not received conclusive experimental 
verification. Still another analytical treatment has been given by W. V. 
Lyon,3 who has in addition described a graphical method of resolving 
an unsymmetrical voltage system into two symmetrical systems. 

1. Am. I.E.E. Proc. 28, June, 1909, pp. 565·78. 
& El. World, \01. 75, pp. 313-5 (1920). 
,. I~id., June 5, 1920, pp. 1304-8. 
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PART J. EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments about to be described had for their object the 
determination of the behaviour of an induction motor on an unbalanced 
voltage supply, and of its action as a balancer. 

Behaviour of bldztctioll 1110101' 011 Unbalanced SupPIJI 

The tests were carried out on a 7~ B.H.P., 100-volt, 50-cycle, 
1450 r.p.m., three-phase induction motor with V-connected stator and 
rotor. Each stator-phase contains 20 conductors and each rotor-phase 
2 I, the full-load current per phase being 45 amperes. The motor was 
supplied by a three-phase, roo-volt, 50-cycle, 15K. V.A. alternator, 
with an accessible neutral. 

The unbalancing of the balanced voltages of the alternator was 
effected in two ways: (I) by injecting into one of the phases of the 
alternator an opposing e.m.f. derived from the secondary of a trans
former whose primary was connected across the alternator phase itself, 
this condition corresponding to pure unbalance of the star voltages 
with no phase shift; (2) by injecting into one of the phases a quad
rature e.m.f. obtained from the secondary of a transformer whose 
primary was connected across the other two phases, afo; shown in 
Fig. I. 

Measurements were made of the star voltages. the line voltages, 
the line currents, the power in each phase and the output. The 
method of procedure was to maintain a constant unbalance and load 
the motor gradually, taking all the readings until the currents far 
exceeded the normal value. The tests were repeated for various degrees 
of unbalance. 

As is well known, an unbalanced three-phase system may be 
resolved into two balanced component systems, one of which has the 
same phase sequence or phase rotation as the unbalanced system, 
while the other has the opposite phase sequence. For the sake of 
brevity, we shall in what follows speak of the first balanced component 
as ,the direct phase or direct rotational system, and of the second as the 
reverse phase or COtmter-rotatio",al system. The lt1'Wala1lC8 factor of a 
system is defined to be the ratio of the rcZJf:rsc phast' voltage (01" CUYYt1lt) 
to the direct phase voltaire (01' current) C71ld is frcf/ttmtfv expressed as a 
percentage. 

The arrangement of connections !Shown in Fig. I is self-expla
natory. The results of the tests are given in Tables I to X. The 
first seven tables refer to pure unbalanced star voltage!; with no phase 



shift, and the next three to unbalanced star voltages combined with 
phase shift. For purposes of comparison, the performance of the 
machine as a single phase induction motor is also given in Table XI. 
Under each table is given the value of the total copper losses 
corresponding to the output marked by an index. 

The impedance of the windings with regard to reverse phase 
voltages, which is required in predetermining the performance of the 
motor, was determined by impressing three-phase voltages on the 
stator and driving the rotor by an auxiliary motor at synchronous 
speed in a direction opposed to the rotating field. Readings were 
taken of the p.d. and current. These are given by the curve (a) in 
Fig. 2. Curve (6) is the short circuit characteristic, and curve (c) the 
volt-ampere curve obtained for a single-phase current by driving the 
rotor in the alternating field produced by such a current. The cur
rents corresponding to any reverse phase voltage are seen to be only 
slightly in excess of those corresponding to the short-circuit test; 
hence the reverse phase impedance is only slightly (about 5 per cent. 
in the special case under consideration) smaller than the short-circuit 
impedance of the motor. 

The curves in Fig. 3 exhibit the relation between output and 
unbalance factor based on two different assumptions. Curve A is 
based on the assumption that the limit of output corresponding to any 
degree of unbalance is reached when the total copper losses are equal 
to the normal full load copper losses; while curve B is based on the 
assumption that the limit is reached when the current in anyone phase 
reaches the full-load value. Curve A is ,a straight line up to about 
25 per cent. unbalance, which is perhaps the maximum that will ever 
occur in practice. 

I t was noticed ,in the course' of the tests that under extreme 
unbalancing of the supply voltages the motor would not start, and it 
required to be turned round rapidly by hand before it would begin to 
accelerate and run up to speed. The supply voltages under such 
conditions approximate to a single phase supply and the, motor has 
therefore no tendency to start. 

I t was considered desirable to observe experimentally what the 
resulting balanced voltage is when the unbalanced supply is corrected 
by means of a reverse phase series booster, and how far this value 
agrees with the direct phase component as ~btained from t~e vec~or 
analysis of the unbalanced voltages. For thIS purpose the mductlon 
motor under test was connected in series with a three-phase induction 
regulator arranged to give e.m.f.s of opposite phase rotation. The 
unbalanced true voltages of supply were 81, IOO and 81. The magni
tude and phase of the rev~rse phase boosting voltages were adjusted 



until the resulting voltages across the motor were balanced. The 
resulting balanced voltage was observed to be 85 volts and the currents 
drawn by the motor were also found to be balanced. Vector analysis 
of the unbalanced voltages gave 86 volts for the direct phase compo
nent and 13 volts for the reverse phase component. The agreement 
between the two values may, therefore, be considered satisfactory. 

Ccmpat'ison of Tempet'ature Rises obt-:ined with Three-phase 
and Single-phase Supply. 

In Fig. 4 are plotted the results obtained with regard to tempe
rature rise (a) when there is the extreme condition of unbalance 
corresponding to a single-phase supply; and (6) whe!l the supply is 
balanced. The load was in each case 2'6 b.h.p. The much higher 
temperature rise for a given output when the machine is working on 
a single-phase supply is amply evident from these curves. 

Action of Induction Motor as Phase Balancer 

The next test consisted in determining how far the induction 
motor was capable of correcting the unbalance in the supply voltage. 
For this purpose one phase of the alternator was loaded with non
inductive as well as inductive loads and the resulting values of un
balanced voltages were taken. Then the induction motor was run 
from the generator arid the voltages were again observed. The 
results are given in Table XII. The correcting effect of the motor 
employed was found to be too small to justify further investigation. 

PART II· DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It will be observed from the tables that some of the wattmeter 
readings are negative. This indicates that the corresponding windings 
exert a generator action, supplying power to the mains. From this it 
follows that the total amount of power drawn from the mains by those 
phases which yield a positive wattmeter reading is in excess of the 
actual requirements, and that such excess of power is fed back into 
the remaining generator phase or phases. If the load on the motor is 
gradually increased, the negative power reduces to zero, and with 
further increase in load all the phases of the motor draw power from 
the mains. Any polyphase induction or synchronous motor connected 
to a distorted supply circuit will behave in such a way as to have a 
balancing effect on the supply system. This tendency to correct the 
unbalance is accompanied by a corresponding tendency within the 
motor to distort the phase relations. 
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A serious difficulty is encountered when an attempt is made to 
select a s~itable basis .for determining the limiting value of the output 
correspondmg to a gIven degree of unbalance. If there were no 
interchange of heat between the various parts of the stator, then the 
limiting value of the output would be obtained when the current in 
anyone phase has reached its full-load value. But in practice it is 
found that owing to the flow of heat and consequent tendency to 
equalisation of temperature throughout the sta.tor, the phase carrying 
the full-load current does not reach the same high temperature as it 
would do under normal conditions of working on a balanced system. 
If the interchange of heat were perfect~ then the basis for the limiting 

output would be that I~ + I; + I; should equal 312, where II' 12• 

and 13 are the phase currents and I is the normal full-load phase 
current. The true limit of output will lie somewhere between the two 
extreme conditions considered. 

It has been assumed by some writers, for convenience in predeter
mining the losses, that the actual total copper losses are equal to the 
sum of the separate losses due to the direct and reverse phase currents, 
just as if they were of two different frequencies. This is not strictly 
correct; but when tl:e unbalance is small the values obtained on the 
above assumption are nearly correct. We give below the losses 
calculated by the two methods, Ia and Ir standing for the direct and 
reverse phase components respectively of the unbalanced three-phase 
currents. 

• Z \I '4 ~ 

Percen tllge un balance r (1 1 + 12 + fa) :lr (Id + 1rl 

3'5 
10'2 
IS'S 
S'l 
9'8 

16'7 

825 
865 
824 
870 
80S 
798 

B40 
B53 
833 
855 
855 
795 

The resolution of the unbalanced voltages or currents into two 
balanced systems of opposite phase rotation was done graphically. The 
values of the counter-rotational currents obtained graphically are nearly 
the same as those obtained experimentally, as will be seen from the 
following table :-

Reverse phase current (Experimental) 

6'2 
19'0 
27'S 
7'0 

18'5 
26'S 

Reverse phase current (Graphical) 

6'1 
18'0 
29'6 
7'5 

16-0 
24'2 



In the article by Slepian previously referred to a formula is given 
for the reverse phase current, which is equivalent to the folTnwing ;--._

Reverse phase voltage 
Reverse phase current ::::: '.-' . ,'-'~' . 

Reverf)e phase Impedance 

The values given by this formula, using the graphically determined 
reverse phase voltage and the reverse phase impedance given by curve 
(a) of Fig. 2, are in exact agreement with the values determined by 
graphical analysis of the current system. 

The following formula is also given by Slepian for obtaining tht· 
values of the direct rotational current and output :-. 

V. R. current 
or 

output 

,J .. ............ __ .... __ .... _ .... --- .-~-. -._ .... .. 
.. Pcrccntal!;e unbalance factor" .. , 1 - ( __ .............. ___ •• ..._) x full.l. uad ,:urr('nl or normlll 

Perecntage 1'l:actnnr,.. ! output. 

The table which follows gives a comparison of the values of the 
direct rotational current calculated by means of Slcpian's formula with 
the values obtained by graphical analysis of the current system, and of 
the output values calculated by means of th{' formula with those 
obtained by direct experiment :-"-

Direct RotntiOlwl Curren \ 
,~ ____ ._ .. ,1",~ _____ \ 

From formu!a C'rapbk':'I.l 

44'6 
40'0 
:U·U 
44'7 
40'4 
2!;l'4 

4(H) 
43'~ 
!lS'S 
16'~ 
·*4'0 
:lK':~ 

OU;PU! 
I""'~-~----""'*" "'-"' .. ---" 

,'40 
(i'fi(i 
5':n 
7'4:.1 
li',2 
·'-!)II 

l.imphh:1l1 

!i'tKJ 
Ii' (Ill 
.t'811 
i'lll 
11'011 
·1' 711 

The agreement here is by no means close, but since the limiting 
value of output cannot be decided with any certainty, the lack (If dose 
agreement might he partly accounted for hy that. 

Summing up we may say that single-phase loads on a three-phase 
system disturb the balance and cause a reduction C)f output and increased 
losses in all the polyphase appliances connected to the circuit. Poly
phase motors connected to such an unbalanced system tend to restore 
balance to some extent by taking reverse phase order currents. But 
the correcting currents taken by polyphase motor!' arc much less than 
the disturbing currents due to the single phase loads. The correcting 
effect will be the greater the le~s the internal impedance of the 
windings, or, what i~ the same thing, the larger the motor. If the 
impedance drop in the windings with regard to the reverse phase 
order currents is neutrali:;;ecl by injecting a reverse phase C.111.f. by 
means of a series booster, then complete balanlx: is obtained. The 
correcting effect of any individual motor will in any case be very 
small, as its output will always be much smaller than that of the 
:-ystem to which it is connected. 



Phase voltage;; 
ABC 

.'53'.5 So'O 58'0 

TABLE I 

Line'voltage5 
AB"BC CA 
fJ5'4 100 9,'N 

Direct phase voltage ... 97'2, 
Rev~rse phase voltajSe" 3'40, 
Unhnlance factOI' '" 3'5 per cent. 

Direct phase current"" 46'0, } at limiting 
Reverse phase current = 6'1. , output, 

Line current:; 

A 1\ C 

fo!'6 15'2 W'O 
0'3 IS-5 16'5 
n'z 10'2 18'0 
14'8 23'() 20'6 
19-6 28'0 24'0 
25'S :10'0 2S'!J 
:15'0 ,~5-S 3U'O 
41'0 ' 51-5 45'0 
4n'O S6'O 48'0 

Power PCI' phase, W~~~~.,_.L 
A 

114 
228 
406 
(i73 
940 

1140 
WOS 
2080 
2210 

p, 

30U 
400 
GOO 
900 

1100 
1400 
2100 
2325 
2500 

c 

o 
100 
400 
700 
900 

1300 
1900 
2080 
2200 

Input I OlltPUt 

. ·--·--·-.. ··r··-· .... ·--~-.. 
K,W, i B,H,P. 

0'4 ! 0'3 
0'7 O'S 
1'4 1'5 
:]'3 2-4 
2'9 3'4 
3'& 4-4 
5'0 S'9 
6'.1 6'9 
6,g 7'4 

1 Copper losses nt limiting output _ '13 (.U2 + 51'52 + 452)= 82.1 watts, 

Phase voltagell 
ARC 

43'0 57'2 :;7-2 

TABLE II 

Line vol tages 
AB BC CA 

87-0 100 87'0 
Direct phaStl voltag~ '" 00'8, 
Rcvcrflc phnlle voltage - 9'2$_ 

Direet phase current = 43'2_ } at limiting 
Reverse phase em'rent = 18-0, output. 

Unbalance factor ... 10'2 per cent. 

i 
Line l:ul'rcnts Power per phaSe, watt~ Input ! Output 

,.-~-,-- -'~'.".~'----'-' ... --j_ .... _ .. _----_ .. 

A B C A B C K,W, B_H,P. 

3-7 23'5 24-5 - 102 850 - 320 0-4 0'4 
2-H 25-0 24-0 + 13 1000 - 200 0-8 O-S 
5-1 30'5 25-2 loo 1800 0 2-0 1-7 
9-5 3$'0 26'S 380 1$00 + 400 Z-:l 2'4 

10-0 38-5 27-5 457 1700 450 2'6 3'0 
19'0 4S'O 34-0 1>13 2100 900 3'S 4-3 
:n-o' 60'S 45-0 1300 2700 1550 5'55 6-0 
35-5 67'0 $0'0 1520 :1000 1900 tN 6'85. 

I Copper losse~ _ '13 (312 + 60-52 + 452 ) .. 865 watts, 



Phase voltages 
ABC 

37'0 57'0 57'0 

TABLE III 

Lint.: voltage:; 
AB BC CA 

81'0 100 ~1l'0 
Direct phase voltage ... S7·O. 
Reverse phase voltage"" 13'0. 

Direct phase current ... 35·S. ) at limiting 
Reverse phHRe current"" 29'6. i output. 

Unbalance factor = 15'5 per cent. 

Line currents Power per phase, watts' Input 
~~.~ __ .~_." __ ~" ..... __________ '_r ____ .~_·, ~~~~ _____ "'~ _ .. ~ ,. ___ ~_ ,. _ •• _~ ~ 

A B C A B C K.·W. 

12'7 :13'0 31'5 - 203 1400 - (llO WI; 
12"() 37'0 30'5 - 7f; WOO -400 J'1 
12'5 44'0 31'1 152 1900 - 150 j'!I 
16'0 54'0 36'0 456 255() 50 3'5 
21'5 ' 64'0 42'5 775 3100 1000 -4'H 
24'5 67'0 45'0 S3G 3250 1200 S'3 

~ Copper losses = . 13 (21'5" -;. fi4:: + 42'S2) "'" H24 wnth,. 

Phase voltages 
ABC 

30 57'0 57'0 

TABLE IV 

Liue voltages 
AB BC CA 
78'0 100 78'0 

Direct phase voltage = 83'(;. 
Reverse phase voltage - 17'0. 
Unbalance factor = 20'2 per cent. 

Line curren ts 

A 

19'0 
17'2 
17'5 
19'8 
22'0 1 

22'S 

B 

4i)-() 
46'5 
55'0 
62'5 
65'0 
70'0 

C 

37'5 
36'0 
37'S 
40'S 
43'0 
45'0 

Power per phase, watts 

A 

- 328 
- 50 

178 
356 
425 
534 

Input 

1 Copper los~c:s = '13 (222 + 652 + 432 ) = ~37 watts. 

Output 

RH.I'. 

Output 

R.H,P. 

U'4 
1'4 
2'4 
3'4 
3'1; 
4'65 
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TABLE V 
Phase voltage~ 
ABC 

24'S 57'0 57'0 
Direct phase volt3.ge "" 79'S, 
Reverse phase voltage ... 21'0, 
Unbalance factor ... 26'5 per cellt. 

Line voltage:,; 
AB BC CA 
73'0 100 73'0 

Line em'rents Power per phase, watts 
i 

Input 
--------.- .-.. - .. ~-.. "-.-- .. ---.- ..... .. -._., .-.~ _ ... "._.- ... ----._--

1\ H C A H C KW, 

26', 47'S 44'() - 25-1 2150 - 1100 0'8 
25'2 .13'5 42'S - 104 2500 800 1'6 
24'0 59'S 42'S () 2800 420 2'4 
24'0 I 64'0 43'S 100 3025 200 2'9 
:t4'O GS'O ~S'O 178 3250 () :;-4 

TABLE VI 

Phase vol tagc!; 
ABC 

19'0 57'0 58'0 
Direct pha"c voltage '" 70'S, 
Rever;;e plw~e voltage". 23'4, 
U'llhal:mt'e facto!' <. :{o- 5 per cent, 

Line voltage~ 
AB Be CA 

68'0 100 69'0 

Line currents Power per phase, watt~ Input 

Output 

B,H,P, 

0'3 
1'2 
1'8 
2'3 
2'7 

, Output 
_ . ____ .. _ ._. __ L ------------. __ ... ,----_.;-, ... --'-'----'-"-'------"" -.. --"'-". ._----

.\ B c 
:~.'i'7' 57'5 
32'1 69'S 

ABC 

- 228 2700 - 1460 
- 32 3300 - 700 

K,W, 

1'0 
:N; 

I Copper ]Of;!';CS "" '13 (35'7" + 57'52 + 52'22) = 950 watts, 

Phase voltages 
ABC 

10'0 57'0 57'0 

TABLE 'VII 

Line voltage!; 
AB Be CA 

62'0 100 62'0 
Direct phase voltage = 71'(), 
Reverse phase voltage = 28'9, 
Unbalance factor = 40'7 per cellt. 

B,H.P, 

0'3 
2'0 

____ L_I_'n_e curre:~~ ___ ! _.":: po< ph"., wa~l Input_~+_~~_ ... 
B CAB C K.W., H.H.P, 

! 
i 

A 

70'1 6Z'() - 178 3400 - 1700 1'5 0'3 

t Copper losses _ '13 (472 + 70'12 + 62'0") .. 1420 watts, 



Phase voltages 
ABC 

56'0 56'0 57'0 

Bo 

TABLE VIII 

Line volta.ges 
AB BC CA 
D4'0 98'0 100'0 

Direct phase voltage =- 9S' 5. 
Reverse phase voltage... 3'0. 

Direct phase current = ·!ti·2l at limitinl.; 
Reverse phase current... 7'5 J ()t1tpt~t. 

Unbalance factor '" a'I per cent. 

Line currents 

A 

16'00 
16'25 
20'0 
27'50 
35'50 
42'001 

59'00 

B 

6'20 
12'20 
20'00 
29'50 
42'00 
45'00 
62'00 

C 

lS'60 
23'50 
30'50 
38'50 
43'00 
54'00 
71"00 

A 

- 110 
200 
705 

1200 
1500 
2000 
2700 

B 

229 
610 

H20 
1575 
2035 
2290 
3050 

C 

500 
900 

1500 
1900 
2550 
2700 
3500 

K.W. 

t Copper losses -= '13 (422 ;- 452 + 542 ) = R70 watt~. 

Phase voltages 
ABe 

54'3 53'25 52'25 

TABLE IX 

Line \'oltages 
AS Be CA 

SS'2 91'0 100 

B.B.P. 

O'S 
1'0 
S'4 
4'9 
5'7 
7'1 
R'll 

Direct phase voltage '" 91·u. 
Reverse phase voltage... 9'0. 
Unbalance factor .. n·s per cent. 

Direct phase current '" 44-0. 1 at limiting 
Reverse phase current ... 16'0. i output. 

Line Ctlrrents Power per phase, watts Input Output 

.-.--'---.-,-.-~.,. ----"--= .. ,-~~ .. , ~t_ ..... __ . ___ ._ ..... _ 
f 

A B C A B C KW. H.HJ'. 

23'0 6'0 26'0 - 425 229 830 0'0 0'3 
21'0 8'5 28'0 - 200 457 HOD 1'4 1'1 
20'0 12'5 32'0 0 687 1300 Z'O 2'0 
22"0 22'5 40'5 500 1245 1820 3'6 3'8 
26'9 3S'0 50'0 900 1500 2050 4-5 5'1 
34'01 41'0 58'0 6'1 
43'0 50'0 67-0 1450 2490 3200 7'1 7-1 

~ Copper losses - '13 (34" + 41" + 582 ) ... 805 watts, 



Phase voltages 
ABC 

54'0 51'S 49'S 

81 

TABLE X 

Line voltages 
AB BC CA 
77'0 87'0 100 

Direct phase voltage _ 87'S, 
Reverse phase voltage ... 13'3, 
Unbalance factor .. 16'7 per cent. 

Direct phase current = 38'2, } at limiting 
Reverse phase current .... 24'2, output, 

IJine currents Power per phase, watts Input Output 

A 

30'0 
28'S 
27'0 
25'0 
26'0 
30'01 

32'0 

Voltage 

100 

" 

B 

14'2 
IS'S 
18'0 
23'0 
30'0 
36'S 
41'0 

C A B C K,W, 

33'0 - 600 254 1100 0'75 
35'S - 450 432 1300 1'30 
40'0 - 200 686 ]550 2'0 
46'0 100 940 1850 2'9 
54'S 1000 1400 2200 3'7 
62'0 5'0 
68'0 2200 ]910 2700 6'S 

l Copper losses = '13 (30~ + 36'5" + 622) = 790 Wliltts, 

TABLE XI 

RH,P, 

O'S 
O'S 
1'75 
2'8 
3'75 
4'70 
5'4 

Performance as a Single-Phase i1uiucti01t Motor 

I 
Input, K,W., Output, Efficiency, I 

Current I Power factor 
i 

B,H,P. per cent. i ..... _-- . _ .. _ .. ~ . .. . .. . -. ,'-- • _ •••••• _ ••••• _____ .0. _ •• . -._ ..•. ., .... - ,-.--_.--_ ... - .. 

I 22'0 0'55 0'30 43'6 0'25 
25'0 1'20 1'10 69'0 0'48 
31'5 2'20 2'20 75'0 0'70 
42'0 3'40 3'SO 72'S O'Sl 
50'0 4'10 4'00 72'S 0'82 
65'0 5'20 5'00 71'5 O'SO 

TABLE XII 

Act£on of f1uiucti01t Motor as Phase Balancer 

Non-inductive Load Inductive Load 

l::t:;":iiA! ~ :1~Al~I:r~IAB~;~ 
......•....... - .... __ ... ....... .-;-...... ---- .. : "'j-"'T"'i-'-,- -""""'-;-"'-1-'-'·--'-' 

Line voltages of alternator when I I \ [. 'I' i 1 " 
SUP~lYing Single-Ph~se IO~d only "'j:!.: ~ 98':!~I~ ~~I~i~~:100 ~ 

LlDe voltages With Single-phase I' . ., I 

load and induction motor running I I I I" \ 

light .. , ... • .. ~~~,~11100~~~~~i~~~ 
, . I h ' I I Line voltages With SlDg e-p ase I I I : I ' , ! 

load and induction motor loaded to I I \ i I 'I I ; 
about 5 kw ... , ... ... - - I - f98'7 10098'1\ - I - I - : - ; -





--+--

a - R,("tOl' Jnvel1 In d,,{r.ft .. m I.li"fO~t'/ r.: r('fatl".? ftelit 
b -- Short (dUULr (t".'.' 

(-- ;';ot,·, '/''''1'0 ., . .. ",pi. 0/tr'''''/'''3 iriJ. 

, 

: ._ -'-__ ~_ i ~ ---. -/----.- ~->- . _1--__ -+--_.- , - . _.L /. 

i t l/V. . -
I ' 

[ , , 
+-"~I--,-- --.--r- " --.--4---

I 

C <; 10 15 

pho:se VCltc9'" 



c. 

1,1. • .1 

.:: 
:: 
0-

'3 
.::;l 

~;r; --r-I---r--~I--~:--~I--T--~qi--~--IW-·-·~I~·=···---' 
. I I I ! I I i f · .. ·····r'--+· -+--,- t-- ' . -~-- f ~ l' 

I_ I 1 ' I I ! I • 

~~+-+, --+'- i __ I '. __ iii I' 1'1.' J 
r- 1 -r~!, "1 
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